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1) Vairo Red Army Agility with Pucks (5/5) 
Coaches place nets on the crease in order to not dig up that ice for practice. 
Players skate and handle the puck for the entire duration of the drill, skating 
at top speed in the designated area (tops of the circle to the tops of the next 
circle as diagrammed) 
Coach instructs players on the action they want performed, changing the 
action every couple of rotations around the ice. Be sure to change direction 
half way through the drill and look to increase the difficulties of the actions as 
the season goes on, including skating in a figure 8 and handling two pucks. 
Sprints fwd & bkwd, crossing-over three to the left & three to the right, two 
foot jumps (knees to chest), running on toes fwd & bkwd, escapes, 360’s, 
jumps fwd to bkwd, superman sides, barrel rolls, etc., etc., etc. 

2) BO & Attack Options with 2nd Puck Warm-Up (10/15) 
a) Weak side BO as diagrammed - On whistle, D spots puck in corner. First 
forward (simulates F2) and reports to front of net and stops in DZC position, 
second forward (simulates F3) reports high and stops in DZC position. D 
retrieves puck & wheels the net for BO pass. F’s attack using 2v0 options 
(play to the net, push pass, escape with late attacker, escape & drive the net, 
etc) On 2nd whistle coach spots new puck in corner for quick cycle & pass to 
D who walks the line & shoots low for tip & rebound. 
b) Strong Side BO - Not diagrammed. Same as above with D chipping 
puck up wall to F3 who seals wall, moves feet & chips to F2 who supports  
toward the puck by leaving the zone. 

3) Three Puck Quick Up Counter/Regroup (10/25)
-OF’s skate randomly near blue line as diagrammed. On whistle, coach spots puck 
behind OD and O’s fill lanes for quick up counter vs. XD’s who gap up to play 
rush…quick 2nd whistle doesn’t allow attack into OZ and coach spots new puck behind 
OD to repeat… quick 3rd whistle doesn’t allow attack into OZ and coach spots new 
puck behind OD with XF1 fore-checking to force D to D pass and re-group before 
attacking vs. XD’s…when puck passes over red line, the remaining XF’s back-check 
into DZC and live play.  

4) Dump & Change PK Fore-Check vs. PP BO/IZ (15/40) 
4 O’s & 5 X’s line up across as diagrammed, coach spots puck in O’s DZ for 
breakout. When puck crosses the defensive blue line, X’s activate to 
challenge the breakout team (O’s) who must chip puck in deep and change, 
X’s go back for puck & PPBO with changing team coming on the ice in PK 
Diamond Fore-Check 
 

5) Forwards/Defense Split (15/55) 
 
Forwards 
a) Attacking the net off the Fore-Check 
 
Defense 
a) Puck Retrievals and Breakout Passing  
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9) Face-Off Scrimmage (10/65) 
Random play scrimmaging from face-off situations all over the ice. 
 

6) 2nd Man Middle Lane Drive 3v2 (5/70) 
Push the nets to the hash marks, the red line acts as the blue line for 
each rush. On the whistle, O2 & O3 gap up to the red line to defend the 
3v2, while O4 skates behind net with puck. O4 skates up ice & passes to 
either O5 or O6. (Both O5 & O6 must time rush to come up ice together & 
should not leave until O4 gets puck & starts up ice.  The 2nd O over the 
‘blue’ line goes hard to net while the 3rd O stays dot wide for lateral pass. 
Options for puck carrier include shot, direct pass to teammate driving the 
net, pass to teammate dot wide or pass off pads. When play is over 
(whistle) 
O2 & O3 (who played rush against) come back deep & open up flat to 
attack with O1who behind net and starts play over with new outside X’s 
gapping up to play the rush...play is continuous. 
 
  

 

 

 


